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Few exterior veneers create the visual impact that stucco can 
achieve. Stucco has many attributes that make it a popular 
cladding for homes, but a proper installation requires some skills 
and knowledge that the average do-it-yourselfer (DIYer) may 
not possess. This guide points out a few of the pros and cons of 
this attractive cladding so you can make an informed decision 
whether it’s right for you and your home.

Stucco: what to know about 
this elegant cladding 
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Stucco: a veneer with many looks

One of the primary reasons for stucco’s popularity over 
the years is that the cladding can complement just about 
any architectural style. Whether your home is an urban 
contemporary, a Southern Colonial, or has a Southwestern 
design, stucco can enhance its exterior decor with the many 
texture and color options available. Here are a few reasons 
why stucco remains a homeowner favorite:

Color Palette 
Stucco offers more color options than perhaps any 
other exterior cladding. Some manufacturers give you 
the opportunity to choose from almost 50 standard and 
premium shades that can range from Irish cream to toffee.

Texture Options
The only limit to the number of texture options stucco offers 
may be the ability of the installer. Surface textures can range 
from a smooth finish for a regal appearance to a rough 
surface that yields a rustic look. Creating patterns in the top 
coat of the finish is also popular.

Low-Maintenance 
Stucco serves as a durable exterior cladding that can often be 
maintained with just a garden hose or small pressure washer. 
The material is resistant to damage from impact and insects and 
some varieties can be combined with other building materials 
to give your exterior walls a fire rating.

While there are many good reasons for using this beautiful 
veneer, perhaps the best is that stucco can make your home 
stand apart from others in your neighborhood. 
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Is stucco right for a DIY project?

Stucco has many good qualities, but being DIY-friendly 
may not make the list. A few things should be considered 
before attempting your own installation:

Labor 
If you’re looking for a cladding that can be installed 
working evenings and a few hours over the weekend, 
stucco probably isn’t it. The process to install the veneer 
requires several stages and depending on the size of the 
area receiving stucco, each can take several days.

Waterproofing
Properly flashing windows and doors can be critical when 
applying stucco, as repairing a future leak could be very 
costly. The veneer also has unique trims such as weep 
screed that must be installed correctly to allow water to 
exit from behind the finish before damage to your home 
occurs.
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Is stucco right for a DIY project? (cont’d)

Repairs
Even professionals make mistakes, but they may happen a little more often during a DIY project. The cladding can 
be very difficult to repair -- especially during the finish coat. Stucco repairs can’t be made by simply removing a few 
bricks or replacing several siding panels. While it may not be a big issue at the rear of your home, the last thing you 
want is a large blemish next to the front door.

Cost
Installing stucco can range from about $25 to $35 per square foot for the labor and materials. While doing it yourself 
can provide savings over professional labor, the time you invest in the installation has a value.

If you’re looking for an exterior veneer to install as a DIY project, wood, fiber cement, or vinyl siding might all be 
better choices. But, if you love the look and durability of stucco, contact a contractor for assistance.
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